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Project goals
creation of a cross-border network of

cooperating entities in the field of AR/VR

analysis of the actual state of use and

preparedness for the AR / VR in the

project regions

creation of a three-day educational

program for pedagogues, future

pedagogical staff and representatives of

the corporate sphere

creating of AR/VR laboratory



Target groups

current and future pedagogical staff

small and medium enterprises

regional public administration
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Working packages



project management

communication

reporting

translations

controlling

 Management - WP M

responsible entity - JVTP

1/2021 - 12/2022



creation of a cross-border network of
cooperating entities in the entire programming
area dealing with the possibilities of using
virtual and augmented reality
organization of round tables
organization of workshops

Creation of a cross-border
network VR/AR - WP T1

responsible entityt - Biz-Up

1/2021 - 12/2022



creation of regional analyzes (1/2021-7/2021)

analysis of technical readiness of schools

analysis of the current readiness of

educational plans

AR / VR analysis in company practice

1.

   2. creation of comparative analyzes(7/2021-12/2021)

   3. creating a summary analysis (1/2021-12/2022)

 Mapping- WP T2

responsible entity - JČU



technological preparation - creation of a

virtual laboratory workplace

methodological and didactic preparation

pilot testing

Pilot testing- WP T3

responsible entity - JVTP

6/2021 - 10/2022



start-up activities and communication

promotional materials

digital activities

presentation of outputs

publicity rules

Communication- WP TC

responsible entity- Education group

1/2021 - 12/2022



Project schedule



Communication diagram





Tasks for today
contacts for communication (AT partners) - invitation to google disc

setting of communication rules - periodic meetings

collect contacts in VR/AR in regions - till end of February - All

content and scope of regional analysis - till 19.2.20218 - JČU 

content and scope of analysis in company practice - till 19.2.20218 - JVTP

date of next meeting



Thanks! 

jakubec@jvtp.cz
+420 725 614 309


